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The redefinition of SMEs should mean helping more efficiently and effectively our homegrown 
SMEs. Is the new definition good enough? Does it truly seek to achieve its purpose? The 
SME industry players and thought leaders speak up.

The need to defi ne

RM25 million) or employment not exceeding 
200 workers (currently less than 150 work-
ers). For the services and other sectors, the 
threshold is also raised to sales turnover 
of not exceeding RM20 million (currently 
less than RM5 million) or employment not 
exceeding 75 workers (currently less than 
50 workers). 

Microenterprises are defined as firms 
with sales turnover of less than RM300,000 
or employment of less than five workers 
(refer to Table 1).

According to SME Corporation Malaysia 

By Vickneswari Gannason 
     and Mak Kum Shi

More SMEs will be eligible for ben-
eficial development programmes 
as a result of the new SME defini-
tion announced by Prime Minis-

ter Datuk Seri Najib Tun Abdul Razak on 
July 11. The National SME Development 
Council (NSDC) had approved the proposal 
to raise the qualifying threshold for sales 
turnover and employment of SMEs for all 
economic sectors.

The new definition, which will take effect 
on January 1, 2014, is expected to result in 
more firms being classified as SMEs, particu-
larly from the services sector to facilitate the 
country’s transformation to a high income 
nation, through the initiatives under the 
SME Masterplan. 

As a result of the change in definition, 
the share of total establishments of SMEs is 
expected to increase from 97.3% currently, 
to 98.5%.

For the manufacturing sector, SMEs are 
defined as firms with sales turnover not 
exceeding RM50 million (currently less than 
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MNCs considered SMEs
FROM PAGE 1
(SME Corp), SMEs are business entities 
registered with the Companies Commis-
sion of Malaysia (SSM) or equivalent and 
that fulfil the criteria of the SME defini-
tion, excluding the subsidiaries of holding 
companies which are public-listed or those 
defined as large companies. 

“Subsidiaries of MNCs in Malaysia that 
are registered with SSM and meets these 
new SME criteria will be considered as 
SMEs, provided their holding company 
(in this case the MNC) is not a large or 

public-listed enterprise. Given that MNCs 
are mainly large enterprises, hence their 
subsidiaries in Malaysia will most likely 
not fall under the SME category,” SME 
Corp stated.

Based on their review, it was found 
that the current criteria, which are sales 
turnover and number of employees, need 
not be changed for it to still be relevant 
in the Malaysian context. This was said 
to be corroborated by the feedback from 
stakeholders from all sectors. 

However, the threshold for the sales 
turnover and number of employees 
needed to be adjusted upwards to re-
flect the price changes since 2005. Based 
on the latest 2011 Economic Census data, 
SME Corp also found that there had been 
no significant structural change in the 
economy, ie it is still manufacturing and 
services-based.

SME Corp stated that they have under-
taken rigorous technical analysis and run-
ning many simulations to ensure that the 
adjustment was appropriate and derived 
with the new SME definition (see Chart).

There is a need for specifi cs: 
economist
On the outset, the redefinition has been 
widely welcomed. To some it is timely, 
and showcases the government’s keen 
interest and attention to our SMEs. It 
also reflects the effort to align our SME 
definition to those of international practice 
and standards.

Though the redefinition to some extent 
reflects Malaysia’s economic realities, such 
as competitive business landscape, price 

inflation, structural shifts in the economy, 
and the importance of the SME sector, 
Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM) 
Associate Professor Dr Madeline Berma 
views “the definition to be still too ‘gen-
eral’, focusing only on two major sectors, 
manufacturing and services”. 

“There is a need to define ‘new’ sub-
sectors, such as Tiny-SMEs in manufac-
turing who are facing financial difficul-
ties due to rising cost of production. The 
definition of ‘services and other sectors’ 
needs to be spelled out as well. It hardly 
takes into account the dynamism and the 
heterogenous nature of both manufactur-
ing and services. For example, the major 
sectors of mining and construction that 
have recorded strong positive growth,” 
she commented.

Qualitative matters
A quantitative-based definition focusing 
on employees, turnover, sales and assets 
only, would not accurately mirror the 
SME economy. Berma said it should take 

into consideration the qualitative aspects 
of SMEs (such as being owner-managed 
businesses, internal sources of capital to 
finance growth, local area of production, 
etc). 

She observed by using qualitative crite-
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CATEGORY MICRO SMALL MEDIUM

Manufacturing

Sales turnover 
of less than 
RM300,000 OR 
employees of 
less than 5

Sales turnover from 
RM300,000 to less 
than RM15 mil OR 
employees from 5 to 
less than 75

Sales turnover from RM15 mil 
to not exceeding RM50 mil 
OR employees from 75 to 
not exceeding 200

Services and
other sectors

Sales turnover 
of less than 
RM300,000 OR 
employees of 
less than 5

Sales turnover from 
RM300,00 to less 
than RM3 mil OR 
employees from 5 to 
less than 30

Sales turnover from RM3 mil 
to not exceeding RM20 mil 
OR employees from 30 to 
not exceeding 75

Source: SME Corp Malaysia

Table 1: SME definition effective January 1, 2014

Berma: There is a need to defi ne “new” 
subsectors, such as Tiny SMEs.

Larger companies 
need more financial 
support to move up the 
value chain ”
“
Teh Kee Sin
SMI Association

wayne@malaysiasme.com.my

WAYNE LIM
SMEminismTM

The origin of defi nition
Globally, there has been a common 

understanding or misunder-
standing as I observe; there is 
not a single universal definition 

of small businesses – evidently due the 
complex and diverse economic system 
they represent.  

They go by many names, small and 
medium-sized enterprises (SME), mi-
cro, small and medium-sized enterprises 
(MSME), small and medium-sized busi-
nesses (SMB), small businesses (SB), and 
the list goes on in making reference to 
businesses that are not listed on the stock 
exchange.

Fundamentally, the need to define 
SMEs lays in the foundation to advance 
homegrown businesses.  It is thus, in the 
best interest of the respective nation’s 
governments to champion the growth of 
their homegrown businesses. After all, 
they play a central role in their respective 
economies as businesses are a major source 
of entrepreneurial skills, innovation and 
employment.

However, whether they are called SME, 
MSME or SMB, around the world, all 
definitions on SME include start-ups, and 
only extend to businesses of a “certain 
size” that is defined locally by the national 

government administration.  
Whatsoever the definition may be, cer-

tain businesses (that are viewed large) 
do not fall within the context of SME 
definition and they are not listed in stock 
exchange either!  They are in ‘no-man’s 
island’ - as more often than not, these 
large-sized businesses are left to their 
own devices.

Since the fundamentals to defining SME 
lays in growing homegrown businesses, 
shouldn’t the definition of SME or MSME, 
or in this context, MSMLE (micro small 
medium and large entreprises), cover all 
businesses that are individually-founded, 
and privately- or family-owned. And to 
exclude companies listed in the stock 
exchange or subsidiaries of Government-
Linked Companies (GLCs), Multi-Nation-
al Companies (MNCs), and Public Listed 
Companies (PLCs).

The Bolton Committee in its 1971 Report 
of Andymall Firms stated a small firm is 
an independent business, managed by its 
owner or part-owners and having a small 
market share and it remains to be the best 
description of the key characteristics of a 
small firm till these days.

The downside of defining SMEs based 
on sales turnover, capital/asset or em-

ployees is the need to conduct regular 
redefinition as the economy grows.   It is 
also a hassle to regularly clarify on areas 
where subsidiaries of PLCs, or GLCs as 
non-SMEs.  

In my opinion, it is a ‘joke’ if foreign 
incorporated companies in Malaysia are 
getting government assistance, since there 
is an assumption that MNCs are usu-
ally part of a listed entity, which will not 
qualify as an SME. 

Whether micro enterprises, small en-
terprises, medium enterprises, large en-
terprises or even PLCs, they are often 
confronted with market imperfections. 

The need to define SME is to provide 
uniformity to enable different implement-
ing government agencies to describe, 
measure and extend support to businesses 
of different sizes, from different industries. 
But this uniformity does not truly apply 
since different government agencies or 
private corporations have their own meth-
odologies/approach to defining SMEs – by 
considering their own intent and purpose 
to reaching out to SMEs.

For example, MIDA (Malaysian Invest-
ment Development Authority) defined 
SMEs as a small scale company incorpo-
rated in Malaysia with a shareholder’s 

fund not exceeding RM2.5 million and 
having at least 60% Malaysian equity 
whereas the Inland Revenue Board (IRB) 
defines SMEs as entreprises with paid-
up capital of RM2.5 million and below 
regardless of its turnover and number 
of employees.  

Most IT (information technology) MNCs 
define SMEs by the number of PC (per-
sonal computer) users. Banks and insurers 
have their own definitions too.

Malaysia should be the first country in 
the world to adopt a definition that is not 
based on sales turnover, capital/asset or 
employees but based on the fundamental 
need to assist homegrown businesses.  

If the government has always been ex-
tending its help even to homegrown PLCs 
(SP Setia’s Battersea project in London 
being one of the most recent example), 
the definition of SMEs ought to be cov-
ering all homegrown businesses that are 
individually-founded, and privately- or 
family-owned regardless of sizes, which I 
believe is the best definition to achieving 
uniformity.

 The Malaysian government might want 
to be the first and leading nation to pro-
pose this definition to the United Nation 
for global adoption.
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Public funds must be deployed fairly
FROM PAGE 3
ria, it will minimise problems associated 
with defining SMEs using quantitative 
criteria, such as rapid increase in the cost 
of production and export, and inflation. 

“The characteristics of the firm to la-
bour-, capital-, technology- or innova-
tion-based SMEs would also give better 
insights,” she said in explaining the extent 
to which a definition can be properly and 
rightly formulated.

Raising limits, raising possibilities
With the escalating price of goods and 
commodities, the annual turnover of an 
SME naturally increases. Thus by raising 
the limit, it would ‘open doors’ for some 
of the businesses that were disqualified 
from government funds and assistance 
based on the previous SME definition. 
With the ‘financial ceilings’ raised, con-
sequently, we will see an increase in the 
bancarization rate of SMEs in Malaysia.

Similarly, SMI Association president 
Teh Kee Sin viewed the main benefit of 
the redefinition to be access to financing. 
“Especially for those larger companies 
involved in low value-added economic 
activity (previously not falling under the 
SME definition), these companies require 
a lot financial support to invest in market-
ing, branding, innovation, research and 
development to move up the value chain.”

Therefore, SMI Association sees this 
as a good revision, though it fell short 
from their redefinition recommendation 
three years ago to the government. “We 
suggested then, regardless of sector/in-
dustry, for the definition to be increased 
to 300 employees or RM75 million sales 
turnover to accommodate to the changing 
business landscape,” said Teh.

What is an SME? 
“The definition ought to be confined to 
privately-owned entities,” said McMillan 
Woods Global Limited (MCMWG) Datuk 
Raymond Liew. He stressed for the limits 
to be raised gradually, specifically for the 

construction, property sector and manu-
facturing of components sector (within Oil 
and Gas industry), in which he requested 
the latter’s limit to be immediately raised 
if possible.

 “I would be inclined to suggest that 
subsidiaries, associates and joint-ventures 
of listed companies ought to be excluded 
altogether. Otherwise, a different set of 
guidelines ought to be set.”

Similarly, Small and Medium Enter-
prises Association Malaysia (Samenta)
president Koay Chiew Guan said that 
SMEs eligible for government grants 
should not be listed nor should they be 
subsidiaries of GLCs, MNCs, and PLCs. 
“This would only then make economic 
sense, as grants/funds are public sector 
money that should be directed at those 
companies that are at a fledgling stage 
of development.

Expanding the definition to include 
companies with up to RM50 million for 
manufacturing and RM20 million for the 
services sector would enable more com-
panies to be included,” he shared. 

But Koay questioned, “Is the economic 
objective to increase the numbers or to 
direct scarce resources at those that are 
most deserving?” That is the ultimate 
question any definition should seek to 
address.

“As it is, the availability of grants, for 
example, under the Market Development 
Grant and others would be exhausted in 
a short period. Unless the government is 
prepared to increase the amount allocated 
under these special grants and funds, 
the worthy applicants, that is the small 
enterprises, may be deprived of such 
fiscal benefits.”

Small-scale businesses need 
attention
The funds, Koay opined, is available on 
a first come, first served basis and “the 
medium-sized enterprises would have bet-
ter resources to gain access to the funds”. 
Hence, he hoped with this development, 

the percentage allocation of funds and 
grants would be weighted in favour of 
the small-scale enterprises. “Otherwise, 
there would be unintended economic 
outcomes as public funds are deployed 
to assist medium-sized companies with 
revenue of RM40 to RM50 million.”

He observed these companies to be 
sizable enough to determine their own 
growth without relying on public sector 
assistance. 

“Remember that we are talking about 
a government that is trying to cut sub-
sidies and with constraints in financial 
resources, we must not be too fascinated 
with numbers until we lose sight of the 
concerns of small-scale enterprises such 
as access to finance, shared technological 
services, market penetration, and protec-
tion of IP,” said Koay bringing back the 
real issues grappling SMEs.

Conditioning SMEs for success
Widening the scope of eligibility for SMEs 
is only the start in encouraging our home-
grown SMEs to become successful, sus-
tainable and globally competitive. Ac-
cording to the 2012 edition of the World 
Economic Forum’s Executive Opinion 
Survey, the most problematic factors for 
doing business in Malaysia (refer to Chart 
1) include inefficient government bureau-
cracy, corruption, inadequately educated 
workforce, poor work ethic in national 
labour force, restrictive labour regula-
tions, inflation, and tax rates. These are 

Source: World Economic Forum’s Executive Opinion 2012 Survey

Liew: Raise the limits

Koay: SMEs eligible for 
government grants should 
not be subsidiaries of 
GLCs, PLCs and MNCs.

major areas of concern that would need 
remedial action in the long-term; and this 
concerns the country as whole.

Associated Chinese Chamber of Com-
merce and Industry of Malaysia (ACC-
CIM) chairman of SMEs Koong Lin Loong 
cited a comparison between other coun-
tries within the region, such as Hong 
Kong, which is ranked third in the world 
and first in Asia, as well as Singapore, 
which is ranked fifth in the world and 
second in Asia, in terms of competitive-
ness as compared with Malaysia.

In Hong Kong, manufacturing enter-
prises that employ less than 100 persons, 
and non-manufacturing enterprises that 
employ less than 50 persons, are classified 
as SMEs. In Singapore, enterprises with an 
annual turnover of not more than S$100 
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Chart 1: The most problematic factors for doing business
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Inflation.............................................................
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Crime and theft.................................................
Policy instability.................................................
Tax regulations..................................................
Inadequate supply of Infrastructure...................
Government instability/coups.............................
Foreign currency regulations..............................
Poor public health..............................................
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The Inland Reve-
nue Board’s definition 
of SMEs varies from 
that announced by the 
government”
“
Koong Lin Loong
ACCCIM
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Are we fi t for the international scene?

FROM PAGE 4 programmes must only be used for home-
grown SMEs, and by assuming that MNCs 
‘may’ not fall under the definition, we are 
simply taking an uncalled risk. 

The need to define SME lays in the 
foundation in the need to provide uni-
formity. This uniformity enables different 
implementing government agencies to 
describe, measure and extend support 
to the SMEs from different industries. 
However, there is still an ambiguity in 
the industry.

Koong commented: “The Inland Rev-
enue Board’s (IRB) definition of SMEs 
varies from that announced by the gov-
ernment. It maintains its definition 
of SMEs to enterprises with paid-up 
capital of RM2.5 million and below 
regardless of its turnover and number 
of employees.

To address gaps, 
issues and limitations 
concerning our home-
grown SMEs, each 
stage of development 
of the SMEs must be 
considered — as differ-
ent stage of business 
requires specific pro-
grammes, funding, and 
assistance catered to 
that level of growth. For 
only then it would make 
business sense.

Teh: Good revision, though it fell short of our suggested defi nition three years ago.

As insurers sees it

AXA Affin General Insurance Ber-
had (AXA Affin) head of Under-
writing and Broking Ong Hong 
Keat, explained that he does not 

foresee any impact from the SME redefini-
tion on AXA Affin’s business outreach, as 
a different approach is employed.

The basis used to assess the businesses 
is the sum insured or the value of the 
property/risks to be insured. If the sum 
insured for the risk exceeds the thresh-
old set for SMEs, it would be treated in 
the commercial category, where rates are 
charged differently and more comprehen-
sive risk assessment process is applied.

AXA Affin’s involvement with SMEs 
started in early 2000, particularly with 
shop owners and small business owners. 
That was the time when SMEs began to 
experience rapid growth, resulting in 

the government taking notice of their 
potential and bringing about policies and 
development plans for the sector.

In the beginning, insurance was not 
very popular in the SME segment, and 
there was no demand for sophisticated 
insurance offerings to traders. Products 
and solutions offered were generic, and 
targeted at the services sector.

However, as the manufacturing sec-
tor showed a rapid growth, AXA Affin 
started to focus on small and upcoming 
manufacturing operators, not just on large 
industrial operations.

AXA Affin grew with SMEs by maintain-
ing its presence and relating to the SME 
community. By communicating with the 
SMEs, AXA has learnt to understand the 
needs of micro to medium-sized enterprises, 
discovering that each organisation comes 

Furthermore, SMEs will lose their status 
as SMEs should more than 50% of its shares 
is owned by a corporation which has a 
paid-up capital exceeding RM2.5 million.”

The definition is not in tandem with 
how SMEs are defined across the board. 
As Koong concluded, “Whether the re-
definition of SMEs will ultimately benefit 
more business establishments depends a 
lot on the government’s effort to provide a 
better and business-friendly environment 
that consists of not only the incentives and 
supports but appropriate policies with 
effective cum efficient execution—that 
being of utmost importance in order to 
spur the growth of SMEs in Malaysia in 
the international arena.”

The redefinition of SMEs does not appear to have an impact 
on the way the insurance industry approach and define 
SMEs, as the focus is on the risks that are insured

Ong: Basis use to assess is sum insured.

with unique offerings and challenges. The 
learning process has enabled AXA Affin to 
evolve and mature, in addition to be better-
equipped in its product development.

“The SME sector has grown rapidly, 
and will continue to do so in the long run. 
This has resulted in high growth rates for 
AXA Affin, with an average of 35% year-
on-year growth over the last five years. 
Their growth is the result of increased 
awareness through initiatives from vari-
ous parties, such as government agencies 
and financial institutions,” he stated.

The emphasis placed by the govern-
ment on SMEs in the country’s economic 
plan, initiatives and efforts proves the 
importance of SMEs in generating in-
come for the country. With the projected 
GDP contribution of 41%, 62% share of 
employment, and 25% share of exports 
by 2020, based on the SME Masterplan 
2012-2020, the outlook for SME sector is 
positive and well on the way to reaching 
its target. “This is good news to everyone 
in the sector, including financial institu-
tions,” he summed.

million (RM 250 mil) or employees less 
than 200 persons are classified as SMEs. 

He raised an interesting observation. 
“Hong Kong’s SMEs are focused on capital 
intensive rather than labour intensive. On 
the other hand, Singapore, with its turn-
over of as high as S$100 million, which 
is five-fold of our new definition, but its 
number of full-time employees is similar 
to that of Malaysia, which is 200 persons, 
may denote that Singapore is moving 
toward higher value-added SMEs!” 

Koong reasoned, “As such, this leads 
to the question of what is the ultimate 
objectives of our government’s redefini-
tion of SMEs, and to which direction are 
we heading? Malaysian SMEs need to 
equip themselves in this competitive era, 
in particular (with) the Asean + China 

(Cafta) opportunities and threats.”
To address gaps, issues and limitations 

concerning our home-grown SMEs, each 
stage of development of the SMEs must 
be considered—as different stage of busi-
ness requires specific programmes, fund-
ing, and assistance catered to that level 
of growth. For only then it would make 
business sense.

Such accurate meeting of needs will 
ascertain positive results and deliverables 
for the SME in question. With such pre-
cise support, they can be moved to the 
next level: the international stage. Thus, 
definition alone without sensible focused 
action would not suffice to propel our 
home-grown SMEs. 

Secondly, MNCs should clearly be ex-
cluded from potentially being eligible 
to be considered SMEs. Public funds/


